Symmetric top spectra were observed for the *%e.PF, and "Ne.PF, van der Waals dimers using a Fourier-transform microwave spectrometer. The center-of-mass distance between Ne and PF, is 3.373 (3) A. The experimental data, in conjunction with the van der Waals radii of the atoms and with ab initio calculations, are consistent with the neon atom on the symmetry axis over the F, face of the PF,. Normal mode analysis of the van der Waals vibrations based on the centrifugal distortion constants yields force constants&=0.00647 mdyn A-' and&= 0.00464 mdyn A for the '%Ie,PF3 isotopic species.
The Ar+PFS and Kr.PF3 van der Waals complexes have been thoroughly investigated [ 1 ] by Fouriertransform microwave (RMW) spectroscopy. Both of these complexes have C, symmetry; dipole moment data and the 831G nuclear quadrupole coupling constants show that the rare gas atom lies over a PFI face in both species. We have now identified the spectrum of the NehPF, complex and find it to have C,, symmetry with the neon lying on the threefold axis.
The microwave spectrum of Ne.PF, was observed in a FTMW spectrometer [ 21 while investigating the PF3.H20 system with neon as the carrier gas [ 31. A number of transitions were found which exhibited first-and second-order Stark effects in the characteristic pattern of a symmetric top. These lines were visible in the absence of HZ0 but disappeared when argon was substituted for neon; no additional unassigned lines requiring both Ne and PF3 were observed. Optimum conditions for visibility were 0.1% 0.5O/b PF3 in neon at a total pressure of 3.5-4 atm.
The transitions were assigned to the 'ONe*PF3 and "Ne.PF3 species and are listed in the derived rotational and centrifugal distortion constants are given in table 2. As Ne+PF3 is a symmetric top, the neon atom must lie along the symmetry axis of the PF3. Assuming that the PF3 structure [4] is unchanged upon complexation, the distance of the neon atom from the PF3 center-of-mass (R,,.) is 3.3746 8, in 20Ne*PF, and 3.3704 A in **Ne.PF,. The difference presumably arises from small changes in vibrational amplitudes upon isotopic substitution. There are two choices for the neon position -over the phosphorus atom or over the F3 face. The van der Waals radii of Ne, F, and P are about 1 .S4, 1.47, and 1.80 A, respectively [ 51. For the neon over the phosphorus atom, the P-Ne distance would be 2.875 A, nearly 0.5 A too short for a van der Waals interaction. With the neon over the F3 face, the F-Ne distances are 3.385 A and the PNe distance is 3.873 A, all 0.4-0.5 A longer than the sum of the van der Waals radii but reasonable for a very weakly interacting system. Assuming a Lennard-Jones 6-12 potential, the binding energy t= V;rZ/l2) z cf,R,2,/72). The derived structural and vibrational parameters are listed in table 3 along with corresponding values for Ar PF, and KrPF3 for comparison_ Since the zero-point energy $I~ is nearly 15% of the Lennard-Jones binding energy, it is likely that anharmonic effects will be significant, explaining the difference in force constants between the 'ONe and 22Ne isotopic species.
A more complete description of the van der Waals vibrations may be obtained from a normal mode analysis, including the vibrational motion and force constants of the PF3, as described recently for At-. PF, and KrPF3 [ 11. This uses both OJ( = -ah4rXXXX) and DJK( =-2D,-ffz4[z xxz,+ 22,,,,] ) and includes both the stretching and the doubly degenerate van der Waals bending modes; the off-diagonal force constants between these are zero by symmetry. The symmetry coordinate for the stretch is taken as LIS, =AI$,_r while for the bending these are defined as A&=(2%,-%,-%,)/fi and A&=(%,-%,)/ &, where 8, is the Ne-P-F, angle, etc. The results of this analysis are also listed in table 3. The stretching force constant and frequency are nearly identical to their pseudodiatomic values, verifying the separability of the van der Waals modes from the higher frequency PFJ motions. Notable is the very small bending force constant and low bending frequency. The differences between the isotopic species again arise from the assumptions of a harmonic potential and small vibrational amplitudes; the rms stretching amplitude AR,,= ( AR2) '/Z is 0.20 A, while the bending amplitude is 8 '. The difference between the effective (R,,,. ) and average (R:,.) Ne-PF, distances is 0.01 A, somewhat larger than the 0.005-0.006 A seen in the argon and krypton complexes.
The dipole moment was determined by measuring the second-order Stark effects of the 20+ lo, M,=O and I, and the 2,+1,, M,=O lines of 2"Ne-PF, at electric field values between 0 and 600 V cm-'. The 2 0,2t I,,, line (12256.5835 MHz) of a trace of added SO* was used as a field calibration standard (p(SO,)=163305D
[lO]).TheStarkshiftsofthe SO1 and dimer lines were measured sequentially at each field value. Fitting the three MI components independently gave essentially identical values for the dipole moment; averaging the three gives p(Ne.PF3)= 1.0125( 10) D. This is some 0.016 D smaller than in free PF3 [ 11. This small decrease may arise from an induced dipole moment in the neon atom of 0.016 D antiparallel to the PFS dipole mo- b, @, is the P-X-RG angle, where X is the center of mass of the PF, and RG is the rare-gas atom.
') Calculated using the pseudodiatomic model of ref. [6] .
d1 Calculated from a normal mode analysis (see text). R refers to the stretching coordinate, analogous tof.; e refers to the symmetric (in-plane) bend and @to the asymmetric bend ( PFJ torsion) for Ar.PF, and Kr,PF,. R:,, is the average center of mass distance [ 9 1.
ment. Alternatively, it can be explained by a vibrational averaging of the projection of p ( PF3) onto the C3 axis of the complex. Estimating the average bendingangleascos-'[p(PFs*Ne)/fl(PFs)] gives (A@) = 10.3"; the good agreement with the vibrational analysis above suggests that the induced dipole moment in the neon is somewhat less than 0.016 D.
To further explore the change in the dipole moment, an ab initio calculation on free PF3, using the GAUSSIAN 86 package with a 6-31G* basis set [ 111, was used to determine the electric field at the neon site. The use of ab initio calculations on the free polar species has been successful at modeling both electric fields (i.e. dipole moments) and field gradients (via 83Kr nuclear quadrupole coupling) in a number of polar-nonpolar van der Waals complexes [ 1,7,12 1. A map of the calculated field around PF3 is shown in fig. 1 . It is interesting to note that the Ar and Kr sites both exhibit a large positive electrostatic potential while the Ne site has a negative potential. The calculated field at the neon site combined with the polarizability of neon (0.364 A3 [ 131) predicts an induced dipole moment of only 0.0003 D, suggesting 544 that vibrational averaging rather than polarization accounts for most of the decrease in the dipole moment of the complex.
The small induced moment and negative site polarity both suggest that electrostatic interactions contribute little to the binding in NeaPF,. An upper limit to the polarization contribution to the binding energy can be set by assuming that all of the change in the dipole moment arises from polarization of the rare-gas atom, and that higher-order induced moment terms are small compared to the induced dipole contribution. The interaction energy is then hE= -_cl&/21y [ 141, where hind is the induced dipole moment and (Y is the polarizability in the raregas atom. For the neon, argon and krypton complexes this gives stabilization energies of -l-6, -16.6 and -17.7 cm-', respectively, confirming the small electrostatic interaction in Ne.PF+
To further explore the interactions in this system, a series of HF/SCF ab initio calculations was made on the Ne,PF, supermolecule using the 6-31 +G* basis set (the diffuse exponent for Ne was set to 0.125), with some smaller basis sets also used. Due to CPU time constraints, MP and CI calculations were not feasible. The potential energy curve calculated for a C,, geometry with the neon over the F) face is shown in fig. 2 . The minimum energy structure (AEx -20 cm-') was at R,,.=3. 5-3.6 A; no minimum was found for neon over the P atom. Given the level of the calculations (SCF with diffuse orbitals) it seems reasonable to believe that the electrostatic interactions in the complex will be fairly well modeled but the dispersion interactions will not; the very small binding energy found is consistent with this interpretation. It is interesting in this context that we find a second minimum of nearly equal energy for a structure with the neon over the PF2 face, roughly at the site predicted by analogy to ArPF, and KrPF,.
There has been some debate in the literature over the utility of the counterpoise correction to eliminate basis set superposition error (BSSE) [IS] ; the large polarization + diffuse orbital basis set was used in the hope of minimizing BSSE without the computa- tional burden of counterpoise calculations. Trial counterpoise calculations were done for the CJ, geometries of PF,.Ne; somewhat surprisingly, no minimum in the potential energy could be found.
As the electrostatic contribution to the binding energy in Ne.PF, is small it is clear that the dispersion interactions dominate here, necessitating a more extensive theoretical treatment including electron correlation for an accurate description. Nevertheless it is attractive to rationalize the structures of the raregas PFs complexes as a balance of polarization and dispersion interactions. In the argon and krypton complexes the larger size and higher polarizabilities force the atom into a site of large field, positive potential, and contact with three of the partner's atoms. For Ne-PF, the neon atom nestles into the open face of the PF3 pyramid allowing a dispersion interaction with all four partner atoms.
